ments not in the principal diagonal are zero.* This same form is obtained in one of the cases in the present paper.
2. The function. The scalar product of two vectors x and y in our fourdimensional pseudo-euclidean bundle is given by xy = -x1y1 -f-x2y2 + x3y3 + xly* in terms of contravariant components referred to a pseudo-cartesian coordinate system. There are three kinds of vectors: those with positive, negative, and zero squares. By introducing the coordinate vectors i -(l, 0, 0, 0), ;' = (0, 1,0,0), ¿ = (0,0, 1,0),/= (0,0,0, 1), x can be written x = x1i + x2j + x3k + xH.
The coordinate vectors are mutually perpendicular, that is, their scalar products vanish; their squares have the values i2 = -1, j2 = k2 = I2 = 1.
If X and ß are arbitrary scalars the family of vectors Xx is called the direction of x, and Xx+/ry the plane of x and y. Our space has three types of planes: those containing no directions of zero square, like the k, I plane, those containing two such directions, like the i, j plane, and those containing only one such direction, like the i+j, k plane. The third is called the singular type of plane.
A linear vector function f(x) assigns a vector to its vector argument and has the linearity property f(\x + ny) =X/(.r) +nf(y); fix) is symmetric if (1) f(x)y = f(y)x.
Our function is determined by the way it transforms the coordinate vectors. Let/i" (n = l, 2, 3, 4) be the contravariant components oifii), and f2n,fi,f? the components oí fij), fik), and/(/) respectively. For example, /(*) -fti + ftj + ftk+ftl.
When x is written in terms of the coordinate vectors the expansion of fix) shows that the components of the vector/(x) are Ea//.v" («,*-1,2,3,4).
The numbers fmn are the mixed coefficients for the linear vector function ; in-* This result seems to deserve more prominence than it is given in algebra; it is not mentioned in some of our best known text books.
[October cidentally, they are the mixed components of the symmetric second-rank tensor f(x)y.
Since/is =f(i)j and/21 = -f(j)i, etc., the symmetry property (1) becomes f¿ = -/r and/m" =/"m (m, n = 2, 3, 4), so the scheme of coefficients iox f (x) can be written Hf(x) =\x where X is a scalar, then x belongs to an invariable direction of f(x). Similarly if f(x) =\x+uy and f(y) =\'x+n'y the plane of x and y is invariable. It is known that every linear vector function in four-dimensional space has at least one invariable plane.* We use this fact as a working basis for finding canonical forms oif(x). The problem is divided into two cases according to the types of the invariable planes.
3. Case I, in general. Suppose /(*) has an invariable plane of a nonsingular type, a plane containing either two or no directions of zero square.
If there is an invariable plane containing no directions of zero square then coordinate axes can be found so that the new k and / vectors lie in this plane. The new i, j plane is also invariable, iorf(i)k=f(k)i = 0 because f(k) =\k+/d; similarly f(i)l = 0 and/(/)£=/(/)/= 0 so f(i) and f(j) are perpendicular to the k, I plane and hence they lie in the i,j plane.
If f(x) has an invariable plane containing two directions of zero square the new i, j vectors can be made to fall in this plane. Then by using the symmetry property in the same way as before we find that the new k, I plane is invariable, so this case reduces to the one just considered.
The invariable k, I plane is an E2 to which f(x) is confined when a; is a vector in this plane; hence f(x) has at least two perpendicular invariable directions in this plane, t.
Let coordinates be transformed again so that the new k and / vectors fall along these invariable directions while i and j remain unchanged. If u3, w4 be the multipliers of k, I our function is described by the equations where ß' = -ß since f(i)j =f(j)i* We have now found new coordinate vectors which reduce the scheme of coefficients (2) According to (3) the scalar form of the last equation is
These equations have solutions other than x1 = x2=0 if (6) w(a + y) + ay + ß2 = 0.
Let «i, «2 be the roots of (6) ; then the discriminant is ^i2 -4^2 where (7) Pi = a + y = oil + o>2, p2 = ay + 0)iO>2. Now in the i, j plane the Lorentz transformation or rotation of axes can be written in the vector form (8) i' = i sec 6 -f-j tan 6, j' = i tan 6 + j sec 0, or in scalar form by multiplying by x. Inversions of axes must be added to make the transformations complete. Under (8) the coefficients in (3) transform as follows : (9) a' = a2a -2<rrß -r2y, ß' = ar(y -a) + (er2 + T2)ß,
where a is written for sec 8 and r for tan B. pi and p2 are invariant under (8) and inversions; in fact they are invariant under the general Lorentz trans-* When W3=M4 every direction in the k, I plane is invariable; this is the only case in which there are more than two such directions. formations in our four-space since they represent the sum and product of two roots of the characteristic equation oif(x).
4. Case I, when ^i2 >4\f/2. If ^i2 >4^2 then (6) has distinct real roots wi, «2 and the i, j plane contains two invariable directions. Let p, q be vectors along these directions, so that f(p) =o>ip and/(g) =u2q. Since f(p)q=f(q)P it follows that f(P)a -fiq)P = (<"i -">z)pq = o, and hence pq = 0, so the directions are perpendicular to each other.
We can now select new i, j vectors, using (8), so that they fall along these directions, and our scheme (5) reduces to
The form (4) reduces to our first canonical form with all elements not in the principal diagonal equal to zero, so fix) is described by the canonical form (11) fix) = 0)iXXi + 032X2j + U3X3k + WiXH.
In this case then fix) has four mutually perpendicular invariable directions and when referred to these directions it can be described in terms of four numbers in place of the original ten used in (2).
5. Case I, when ^i2 <4^2. In this case (6) has imaginary roots and fix) has no invariable directions in the i, j plane. According to (9), however, a' can be made to vanish if (12) 7sin20 + 2(3 sin« -a = 0.
Likewise 7' = 0 if (13) 7 + 2/3 sine -a sin2 6 = 0.
Since ^i2 <4^2 the discriminant of each of these equations is positive; moreover it is impossible for either to have a root sin 6 = 1 or sin 6 = -1. If sin 6 = s is a root of one of them then 1/s is a root of the other when s^O. If 5 = 0 satisfies one, then the second root of this equation is such that sin20 > 1 while the only root of the other satisfies sin2 0<1. Hence there are just two real principal angles 6 which make a'7' =0.
Suppose one of the coefficients a or 7, say a, has been made to vanish. When (12) is written in terms of the new coefficients we find that there is no second angle which makes the coefficient a' vanish, while there is just one angle which makes 7' vanish.
It follows that unique directions for the coordinate axes can be found for which a' = 0, and also unique directions can be found for which 7'=0. By taking new i, j vectors along one of these pairs of directions, and noting that the coefficients become equal to the invariants pi and (pi)1'2, the scheme (5) can be reduced at pleasure to one of the two canonical forms
We have shown in this case that there are two directions in the i,j plane, one of positive square and one of negative square, which/(x) transforms into perpendicular directions. When i or j is taken along one of these directions f(x) can be described, respectively, by the forms 1/2 fix) = ixlj -X2l)p2 + piX2j + 033X3k + 0)4X4/, 1/2 fix) = (xlj -X2i)p2 + plXli + U3X3k + 0)4*4/.
6. Case I, when ^i2 = 4^2. In this case ci)i = û>2. One new canonical form is needed together with the three already found. If ß = 0 the form (5) reduces to a special case of the canonical form (10), and since every direction in the i, j plane is invariable with multiplier «i the same form is taken for every set of coordinate axes in this plane.
If ß^O it follows from (12) and (13) that when a2<y2, f(x) takes the first form of (14) with p2lt2 = pi/2; and when a2>72 it takes the second form of (14). If ß^O and a2 = 72 then a+7=0 and wi = w, = 0. The scheme (5) becomes a a -a -a and under the transformations (9) this can be changed only to the extent of replacing a by any number different from zero. In particular it can be put in the canonical form Under (15) every vector in the i,j plane transforms into the i-\-j direction and f(i+j)=0.
7. Case II. Suppose/(x) has no invariable plane of the non-singular type. Then it has at least one invariable plane containing just one direction of zero square.
We take the vectors i+j and k in this plane;* then f(i + j) = o>i(i + j) + ek, f(k) = \(i +;) + p.k, where ai, e, X, u are scalars. But « = 0 because f(i+j)k =f(k)(i+j). Also due to the symmetry oif(x) the i+j, I plane, which is absolutely perpendicular to the i+j, k plane, is invariable so that f(i + j) = m(i + j), f(k) = X(t + j) + nk, fil) = S(i + j) + ad.
An examination of the i+j, k plane shows that in addition to the direction of i+j the direction of \(i+j)+ (p -ai)k is invariable, with multiplier p. If ßr^wi this direction has a positive square. Likewise in the i+j, I plane the direction of ô(i+f) + (ot -ui)l is invariable with multiplier at, and its square is positive if ut^ui. The two directions thus found determine an invariable plane of the non-singular type, so the conditions of Case II are not satisfied unless ¡x = o>i or w4 = o>i, or both.
The first two cases not being essentially different, we take u = wi and treat fi = «i = co4 as a special case; hence f(i + j) = ai(i + j), f(k) = \(i + j) + aik, fil) = í(* + j) + aj.
If to* = o>i the direction of 5k -\l is invariable with multiplier a)4, and we have seen that if 0)4^0)1 the direction of ô(i+j) + (ai -ai)l is invariable with multiplier «4. Hence there is always a direction of positive square which is invariable with this multiplier. We take a new I vector in this direction, and keep i+j fixed, so that (16) /(*+/) = *>i(i+j), fil) =««¿.
In the three-space perpendicular to this new I we select new vectors i, j, k so that the sum of i and j is the vector i+j in (16). Then f(x) is determined by the equations
The coefficients here are reduced to the number shown with the aid of (16) and the symmetry property (1) ; also, the second coefficient in f(k) is necessarily wi since the i+j, k plane must have the direction of i+j as its only invariable direction in order to satisfy the conditions of Case II. We can simplify (17) where f=p -wi. The function <j>(x) transforms every x in this i, j, k space into a vector in the i+j, k plane, and every vector in this plane into the i+j direction; it reduces vectors in this direction to zero. In this space the only invariable direction of <b(x) is that of i+j, and the only invariable plane is that of i+j, k.
Two perpendicular vectors can be found, however, which transform under p(x) into vectors with a common direction perpendicular to both vectors, giving a transformation like (18) with J* = 0. The first two of the vectors m' = (f2 + W)i + t*j -2fi,*, »' -2vj + ¡;k, p' = -r(i + j) + 2vk transform in this way ; that is, if m, n, p are coordinate vectors taken along m',n', p', respectively, then
where mn = mp = np = 0, -m2 = n2 = p2=l, and ,' = 2V2/iï2 + 4r,2)1'2.
When the Lorentz transformation (8) is applied to m and n the new coordinate vectors can be selected so that the coefficient r¡' in (19) transforms into any number except zero. Let i, j be the new vectors in the m, n plane for which this coefficient becomes unity and let p be called k; then (20) p
It follows from (20) that the only vectors in this three-space for which p(x)x = 0 are vectors in the planes of i, j and i+j, k. Except for rotations in the i, j plane the directions of the coordinate vectors in (20) are the only distinct mutually perpendicular directions for <p(x) such that two of them transform into the third. Hence the form (20), with coefficients unity, is unique.
Since/(x) =</>(x)+coiX this coordinate system reduces/(x) to the following canonical form :
where wi, w4 are the multipliers of the invariable directions of i+j, I.
8. Geometric formulation of results. We have seen that in Case I f(x) has at least two invariable directions of positive square, and in Case II it has one of positive and one of zero square. Thus we have proved the following Theorem. Every symmetric linear vector function in pseudo-euclidean fourspace has at least two perpendicular invariable directions and at least one of its invariable directions has a positive square.
The multipliers of invariable directions are the real roots of the characteristic equation oí fix). A classification of the forms for fix) for different cases of invariable directions is essentially a classification according to the roots of this equation.
If fix) has at least two invariable directions of non-zero square then the scheme of coefficients (2) for fix) can be reduced to the form (4). According to (10), (14) and (15) Except when there are planes or spaces of invariable directions (equal co's in (I)), f(x) has either just two invariable directions both of positive square and it takes the form (lb) or (Ic), or just one of positive and one of zero square (form (II)), or just two of positive and one of zero square (form (Id)), or three of positive and one of negative square (form (la)). fix) can always be reduced to one of the five forms (I), (II). The axes which reduce f(x) to one of these forms are uniquely determined except when equal multipliers a appear in (I), in which case there is a family of coordinate systems any one of which can be used.
By methods similar to those used above it can be shown that the set (I) can be replaced by an alternate set so that, in Case I,/(x) can always be reduced to one of these forms. But when X and p are defined in terms of invariants it must be understood that p = p2/pi and \ = pi -p2/pi except when ^i = 0. If ^i = 0, \¡/27¿0, then (I'd) is to be used. If ^1 = ^2 = 0 either (I'a) with o>i = 0 or else (Id), which is (I'b) with -X =p -1, must be used; since there is no choice here it is necessary to add (Id) to the set (I') when the latter is given in'terms of invariants.
9. Algebraic formulation of results. To give the results in terms of matrices let F be the matrix (2) and let A be the matrix of the Lorentz transformation : Xi= UpW (*,i = l, 2, 3, 4) with -(x1)2+(x2)2+(x3)2+(x4)2 invariant.
For every F there is either an A such that AFA~l takes the form (4) or an A for which it takes the form (II). If it takes the form (4) there is also an A which makes AFA"1 take some one of the forms (I), and an A which makes it take some one of the forms (I'). The literal elements in (I) and (II) are values of invariants of F under the transformations AFA~X. To state our results in terms of quadratic forms it is only necessary to note that we can write f(x)x= ¿Ja faxW where /.,=/<' if jVl, fn= -ft, and/ij=/,¿.
Given two quadratic forms Eú/u7?»7?) ar>d ^agnViVi (*> j = l> 2, 3, 4) where the form g has signature 2. There is a real non-singular linear transformation of the 77's which reduces g to the form According to our results it is always possible to follow this transformation by a second which will leave the form (22) The coefficients here were read from the five forms (I), (II) after changing the signs of the elements in the first column of each matrix in (I), (II). Here, as before, the alternate forms (I') can be used in place of (I).
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